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A new way to create structure
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Understanding the Stone

The Stone and the Stone Locks allow the building of all sorts of
structures. But in order for them to be stable and safe, one must
follow a few simple rules:
Choose your site carefully, it must be even and stable.
Plan your structure before building
Make sure your structure is well balanced and that there is not
any danger for it (or a part of it) to collapse.

Build with the Stone
Building with the Stone is easy, one just has to put a stone on
top of another. By alternating the order of the pieces in your
structure, you intertwine them, insuring a better stability and
safety.

Warning !
If you fail to alternate the order of the pieces on a big surface,
your structure is more likely to fall down
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Using the Stone Locks

Using the Stone Locks
The Lock is a way to bound the Stone between them.
The use of the Stone Locks in 4 steps:
1. Attach the rope to one of the triangle knotting them with
the help of the 3 metallic rods.
2. Insert the triangle in the hole of the first piece you want to
tie, the rod side facing the floor (fig.a.).

3. Pass the rope through the pieces you want to bound
4. Insert the second triangle in the last piece you want to
bound, rod side facing the sky. Strecht the rope firmly and
knot it to the second triangle (fig.b.).

fig.a. Top Stone Lock.

You may want to use the Stone Locks for many reasons:
•
•
•

Public use of the Stone
Big or unstable structure
Safety and security concern

The Stone Locks are composed of three parts:
•
•

A flexible rope
Two pierced metalic triangles.
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fig.a. Base Stone Lock.
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